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THIS WILL DESTROY YOU (USA) 

Album: «Another Language» (Suicide Squeeze Records, release: 12.09.2014) 

 

 

TWDY's fourth full length LP, marks their euphonious return 
from a prolonged vacuous dark period that threatened to 
break both the band and the members themselves. Rather 
than be stifled by their experience TWDY were atomized 
and subsequently made anew, emerging with a revived 
energy and reinforced sense of solidarity. 
 
www.thiswilldestroyyou.net 

 
 
 
 
 
Since 2004, This Will Destroy You has been forging some of the 
world's most brutal, dynamic, and precariously visceral 
instrumental rock. In addition to a vigorous tour schedule, their 
celebrated discography and critically renowned soundtrack work 
for feature films and documentaries have earned them a sizable 
and fervent international following. 
 
«Another Language» captures the band at its most potent, honed, 
and utterly powerful form yet, displaying an edified unity and 
graduated sense of song-writing, tonal complexity, and studio 
prowess. 
 
TWDY's new found clarity of vision would come after a state of 
near dissolution that ensued after the massive success of their 
2006 debut «Young Mountain» and 2008's eponymous follow up. 
TWDY's spirits were lifted when both independent filmmakers and 
Hollywood began to eye their discography for prominent 
placement in several critically acclaimed films, including the 
Oscar-winning «Moneyball».  
 
An earthy realism can be heard throughout «Another Language»'s 
nine tracks, as if all of its sound sources have been so heavily 
disguised under layers signal manipulation that their original form 
is weathered beyond recognition. 
 
Forced to redefine themselves as individuals, artists, and as a 
unit, TWDY's «Another Language» exudes a corporeal sense of 
the formidable journey, which was overcome in order to arrive at 
their newly galvanized state of confidence and artistry. 

 
 
 

 
 

Members:  
Jeremy Galindo 
Christopher King 
Donovan Jones 
Alex Bhore 
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